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Introduction
Impossible Theatres
Distance, Theatre, and the Romantic Voice I n 1795, the Haymarket Theatre began its season with a lighthearted song that sums up a choice faced by late eighteenth-and early nineteenth-century performers:
When people appear Quite unable to hear, 'Tis undoubtedly needless to talk; . . . 'Twere better they began On the new invented plan, And with Telegraphs transmitted us the plot: . . . But our House here's so small That we've no need to bawl, And the summer will rapidly pass, So we hope you'll think fit To hear the Actors a bit, Till the Elephants and Bulls come from grass: Then let Shakespeare and Jonson go hang, go hang! Let your Otways and Drydens go drown! Given [sic] them Elephants and White bulls enough, And they'll take in all the town, Brave boys!
1
The song makes a boast that theatregoers of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries would have been quite familiar with: the Haymarket, unlike its competition at Drury Lane and Covent Garden, had kept its theatre small. The audience is close enough to the actors to hear their voices and see their faces-"without the aid of glasses or grimaces," as another waggish prologue put it. 2 But more than simply advertising the technical advantages of a small theatre, the Haymarket invokes an entire theatrical culture that is in the process of being lost. The atmosphere is conversational. The actors and audience "talk" rather than "bawling," passing as pleasant a summer afternoon at the Haymarket (presumably) as the elephants and white bulls do in their grass. 3 The experience harks back to a simpler time, associated with the great names of English theatre: Shakespeares and Jonsons, Otways and Drydens. Patrons at the "little theatre" could be assured that not only were they watching high-culture entertainment, but they were watching it in an intimate setting, face to face, just the way that their ancestors did.
But far from presenting the alternative as horrifying, as so many rants concerning the larger theatres were wont to do, the Haymarket makes distance sound exciting. True, the prologue rehearses a common trope: the larger houses make theatre a less human experience. Telegraphs transmit the plots; elephants and white bulls replace the actors. But the animals and machines have the modern advantage of size and speed. The larger theatres are a "new invented plan," using the latest technology-the "telegraph" doubtless referred to Claude Chappe's system of semaphore towers, which was developed in 1794. And the elephants and white bulls represent strength domesticated-exotic animals tamely coming in from grass. Most of all, the song makes it clear that the "new invented plan" is here to stay. Audiences might enjoy the Little Theatre in the Haymarket for the summer, but when winter comes and the bulls and elephants have enjoyed their grass, audiences will naturally cycle into the new relationship, effortlessly moving from the close-up entertainment of the old to the more distant theatres of the new.
I tell this story to introduce one of my central contentions: distance mattered to authors in the Romantic period. It obviously mattered to theatrical authors, whose success depended on whether audiences could see or hear their works. But looking beyond the theatre, we can see a concern with distance even in the most canonical works. Wordsworth sees Tintern Abbey from a secluded spot on an adjoining hillside; Coleridge establishes a bond with his friends while imprisoned in a lime-tree bower; Elizabeth in Pride and Prejudice feels closest to Mr. Darcy when she sees Pemberley from afar. Porphyro in "Eve of St. Agnes" voyeuristically observes Madeline from her closet, only to find that she is just as far away when he sits at her bedside. The Romantic period is full of silent watchers and distant prospects, of strange and hallucinatory intimacies achieved over time and space. Telegraphs, the wags at the Haymarket might say, might be the best explanation for the way the Romantic soul connects to its object, or the Romantic writer to her reader.
Why distance? In this book, I argue that the debate over distance in the Romantic period-in both theatre and print-was a way for writers to work out the difficulties of connecting with a new mass audience. As authors moved from a world where it was possible to envision literature as a comfortable coterie into a more modern world of mass culture, debates over distance in the theatre became a way to rethink the changing relationship between authors and their audiences. Authors could imagine a bucolic world of pleasant conversation, where actors and audiences were so close that they could hear each other's voices and see each other's faces, or a technologically advanced world where mass audiences could be reached from a distance by telegraph and the English could enjoy exotic pleasures like elephants and white bulls. Through the wonders of print and the magic of new theatrical techniques, they might even imagine that they could give their audiences both. In the tumult of change, they might fear that they could give them neither.
Theatre, then, comes to symbolize a whole complex of social relations for authors in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. As Betsy Bolton has shown, theater became a way to talk about shaping Britain's different classes into a nation. If pit, boxes, and galleries could shape themselves into a harmonious audience, perhaps Britain, too, could work as a harmonious whole. Jane Moody has shown how the "legitimacy" of the theatre played a powerful role in questioning the "legitimacy" of class, social structures, and governments. It is not surprising, then, that theatre became a screen on which late eighteenth-and early nineteenth-century authors projected the difficulties and contractions of reaching a mass culture. The distance between actor and audience came to represent not only the loss of a theatrical experience but the growing distance between author and reader. The fear of a loss of interaction between audience members signals a larger fear of a lack of interaction in the growing culture of spectacle. Theatre gets blamed for mass culture's dangers, failures, and dislocations, but it is also the form that authors used to think through new ways of relating to a fragmenting and expanding public. In dramas both stage and closet, in theatrical criticism, and in theatrical situations imagined in print, authors experimented with different ways of connecting with readers separated in space and time-readers too distant to be reached even with telegraphs. In the process, they imagined impossible theatres-theatres that preserved old notions of theatrical and coterie intimacy while gaining the reach of mass distribution.
"Impossible," for me, also signals the range of creative solutions that authors found to the problem of distance. While authors used the stage to visualize the relationship between author and audience, their experimentation went far beyond the stage itself and into more and more "theatres" constructed on stage and in print. While distance might seem fairly fixed, even within the confines of the physical theatre authors and actors found ways to play with their distance from the audience. Romantic dramas are full of illusions and shifts of perspective that adjust the relationship between actors and audience, sometimes even within a single scene. Indeed, this "impossibility" might be one reason why so many Romantic dramas seem so congenitally "unstageable," even though many were evidently intended for the stage.
But the theatre is not the only-or even the primary-place that authors used as a way of experimenting with the relationships between writer and reader. Dramatic monologues, scenes of spectatorship, closet dramas, and dramas staged in novels and poetry are all ways of experimenting with stages that might not exist. Even a single work might experiment with several different theatrical situations, flitting from one impossible theatre to another. Indeed, we might see the entire debate over whether to use the theatre as a way of rethinking the relationship between actor and audience. Romantic authors' love/hate relationship with the stage shows both the theatre's power as a way of thinking about the relationship between authors and their audiences and authors' profound dissatisfaction with it as a solution.
The fact that authors could move so easily from the physicality of the theatre to the abstraction of the printed page shows an unusual closeness between theatre and public writing. By now, we are luckily past the days where critics could declare that Romanticism is inherently "undramatic," where simply to talk about the drama required an excuse or an explanation of terms. But we have yet to realize exactly how close the written and theatrical worlds actually were. We already know that most of the writers we know as "Romantic" wrote dramas-Wordsworth intended one of his first professional projects for the stage, Coleridge had a popular hit with Remorse, Scott began his career translating German drama and twice tried to get his own plays staged in London, and John Keats spoke of all his writing as apprentice work that could someday "nerve me up to the writing of a few fine Plays." We know, courtesy of Jonathan Mulrooney, that Keats modeled his poetic persona on the actor Edmund Kean, and from Emily Hodgson Anderson that women writers like Eliza Haywood, Frances Burney, Elizabeth Inchbald and Maria Edgeworth used their stage personas to express identities and emotions that otherwise would have been difficult to express.
But theatre did not merely serve print authors as a model or an alternative form of expression. The close interchange between theatre and print is possible because both writing and theatre were undergoing similar cultural stresses. In print, as literacy grew and the demand for print expanded, authors faced the challenge of adjusting to a larger and more diffuse audience. The Romantic period was, according to Bertrand Bronson, the time that authors gradually begin to "write to an indefinite body of readers, personally undifferentiated and unknown," 4 an age, as Jon Klancher has said, where "perhaps . . . the last time . . . it was still possible to conceive the writer's relation to an audience in terms of personal compact." 5 As Klancher notes, Romantic authors addressed an audience fragmented by class and increasingly unknown: "The small, deliberative, strategic world of early nineteenth-century reading and writing still allowed for Wordsworth to imagine the reading of a poem as a personal exchange of 'power' between writer and reader, for Shelley to imagine rather intensely the 'five or six readers' of Prometheus Unbound, or for Coleridge to scan the audience of his plays and to recognize those who had also attended his lectures."
6 Authors would try to recover the feeling of personal contact through coterie and avant-garde groups, through writing communities like the Blackwoods circle, and through real and imaginary interchanges between correspondents in various journals and reviews.
7 In many of these efforts there was a feeling of recuperation-a feeling that old ways of relating could be revived, or that the new ways offered freedoms that more than compensated. But the way that literature reached its audience-and the audience itself-had changed.
Theatre was undergoing many of the same stresses. Although theatre had been a traditional part of British life for centuries, the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries saw an expansion and diversification of the audience almost as large as that which was occurring in print. London, the center of theatrical activity, was bursting at the seams. Between 1700 and 1800 its population increased from 575,000 to almost 900,000; on top of that, as the center of trade and commerce, many people who did not consider themselves Londoners lived in the city temporarily or passed through it. The two "major" houses, Drury Lane and Covent Garden, which by law enjoyed a monopoly on five-act spoken comedies and tragedies, were rebuilt and remodeled several times to accommodate the growing demand. In 1660, Christopher Wren's original Drury Lane held 650 persons; in 1794, the remodeled theatre held more than 3,600.
8 Summer theatres were authorized at the Haymarket and Sadler's Wells to accommodate some of the additional demand, and "illegitimate theatres" that offered entertainments that skirted the edges of the law-Astley's, the Surrey, the Coburg, the Adelphi, the Olympicgrew up in and around the city. 9 The late eighteenth century saw a flood of theatre openings in the provinces-Richmond, Bath, and Tunbridge Wells. When we add the regular public performances at inns and fairs, theatricals in private households, and streets filled with animal exhibits, rare shows, and performances of all kinds, there was scarcely a segment of British culture that theatre did not reach.
Theatre's expansion provided an interesting mirror through which to view the changes taking place in both print and theatre. First there was the simple fact that the theatre was an older, more prestigious medium that could give public importance to arguments that had their roots in novels, journals, and chapbooks. Sanctioned by royal patent in the reign of Charles II, carrying the great names of Shakespeare, Garrick, Betterton, Sheridan, and Otway, theatre was undoubtedly part of British public culture. For champions of the ancients, the theatre was the home of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Aristotle. For writers looking for a British literary tradition, theatre was the home of Marlowe, Jonson, and Shakespeare. Authors with concerns about the expansion of print might find a more receptive audience if they phrased those complaints in terms of complaints about the theatre.
Furthermore, theatre's familiarity and physicality gave writers a concrete means to express developments in print, which they did not yet have a language for discussing. Without an easy language for talking about audience groups, space gave writers an easy way to equate psychic distance with physical distance. The physical changes in the theatre provided a way of making less visible distances between print authors and their multiple and scattered audiences concrete. There was already a tradition of equating the relations between social groups with their proximity in the theatre. Pit, boxes, and galleries were considered democratic when they intermingled; antagonism in the theatres signaled stress between the social orders. It was only a short jump to think of the physical distance between actors and audiences as a metaphor for the difficulty reaching new audiences.
The theatre also provided a compelling metaphor for authors' fears about playing to a mass audience: the loss of the human face and voice. In 1666, the forestage area at the newly remodeled Drury Lane theatre jutted at least 20 feet into the auditorium, so that, as Colley Cibber put it, "the Voice was then more in the Centre of the House."
10 There was little separation between actor and audience. Actors generally came outside the proscenium arch and toward the audience to deliver their lines. Patrons of all ages sat on the stage; the backstage area was open to young gentlemen of fashion who, by hereditary right, made their way backstage and sometimes even onstage to flirt with the actresses. Sets and costumes were rudimentary, props were all but unheard of; in terms of costuming, the actors looked more or less like the audience. By the beginning of the Romantic period, however, the major theatre houses had begun to change. The area in front of the proscenium arch gradually shrunk back from 20 feet at Drury Lane in 1674, to 15 feet in 1774, to 10 feet in 1818, so that finally, by 1843, an advertisement for the Haymarket could speak of "the useless portion of the Stage in front of the Curtain" that had been enclosed for orchestra stalls.
11 Garrick evicted the backstage beaux in 1747 and got rid of the onstage seating in 1762. Theatre designers began to think of the proscenium arch as a gilded picture frame. While actors familiar with the old style would occasionally come forward to deliver their lines, stage directions began to call for the action to move behind the proscenium, and for actors to interact with each other rather than with the audience. As theatre historian Allardyce Nicoll put it, the major theatres had evolved into "a structure composed of two basic parts, one reserved for the audience and the other for the actors, two virtually separate worlds divided almost literally by an iron curtain."
12
What was lost was a sense of social interaction between actor and audience. Sir Walter Scott called for a smaller playhouse where "we can hear our old friends with comfort."
13 Leigh Hunt, in one of his numerous pleas for a smaller theatre, mourns "our pleasure at sitting [at the theatre] and coming as it were into social contact with the dramatis personae. Just as in the Haymarket prologue quoted earlier, the human interaction has been converted into an interaction produced and enabled by machines. The "real faces," the natural inflection of the voice, and even the audience's poor ears and lungs have been replaced by technological aids: "glasses and grimaces." F. G. Tomlins, in his 1840 Brief View of the English Drama, repeats the technological analogy: spectators "cannot see the countenances of the performers without the aid of a pocket telescope."
16
Amid these fears of technological intrusion, it is easy to hear something like the Romantic voice emerging. John Philip Kemble's memoirs recount a moment when a patron in the farthest gallery cried out "We can't hear," and Kemble responded "I will raise my voice, and the GALLERIES shall hear me. (Great tumult.)" 17 Theatre historian W. J. Lawrence remembers, "For the old-fashioned proscenium arch was substituted a gilded picture frame, remote from the footlights, over which the actors were forbidden to step. Grumblings both loud and deep were heard among the players over their various deprivations, and finally old Dowton, pluckier than the rest, broke into open rebellion. 'Don't tell me of frames and pictures!' he exclaimed, with choler. 'If I can't be heard by the audience in the frame, I'll walk out of it.' And out he came."
18 In this scenario the voice wins out over its technical circumstances. Just like Wordsworth asserting his voice over the din of "gross and violent stimulants," or Byron imposing his own hero over the rabble that cloy the gazettes with cant, the poet/actor breaks through the communicative frame, commanding universal attention and acclaim.
But asserting oneself over the crowd was not the only pose that the theatre offered to the Romantic author. Just as the "legitimate" theatre was only one type of theatre among many in Romantic-era England, the actor speaking to a distant crowd was only one way to think about the author's role. Late eighteenth-century and early nineteenth-century England was full of theatrical models to riff on and to imitate. Street shows, performances at inns and fairs, theatricals in private homes, panoramas, dioramas, magic lantern shows, tiny theatres that held only a few hundred, giant stages reinforced to hold horse charges or giant tanks of water, direct addresses by actors and spectacular scenery designed to transport viewers to wonders overseas: all of these formed a part of England's theatrical repertory. Even the theatres of the recent past were present through the memories of actors and the genre of theatrical memoirs. Authors who wanted to imagine a more intimate setting could look to shows in private rooms or theatricals in private houses; authors looking for a chaotic public might imagine the crowds at Bartholomew Fair. Authors wanting a conversational atmosphere might look to smaller houses like the Haymarket or the Opera House in the Strand, or recall Colly Cibber's nostalgic remarks about a time when the "voice was then in the center of the house"; authors in love with the grand might evoke spectacular sets and costumes, horse charges, and recreations of world historical events.
Most interestingly, though, Romantic authors often took the freedom of print and the evolution of new theatrical techniques as an invitation to weave together different theatrical models. Oscillating between closeness and distance, public and private-even stage and page-authors wove together a persona that tried to bridge the intimacy of the old theatre with the reach of the new. We can see strange fusions of theatres everywhere. Joanna Baillie's famous passage from her introduction to Plays on the Passions, for example, begins by imagining real theatrical situations-public executions, the sacrifice of prisoners of war-but quickly shifts from an actual theatre to an impossible one: "lift[ing] up the roof of [a prisoner's] dungeon, like the Diable boiteux, and look upon a criminal the night before he suffers, in his still hours of privacy."
19 Baillie bridges the public force of an execution with the privacy of solitary contemplation to create a new kind of theatre-one possible only in the imagination.
Baillie's situation is not an uncommon one. Romantic authors are famous for avoiding the stage, but it would be more accurate to say that they circled around the stage, using it and testing it, trying to find its possibilities and its limits. In its own way, this book is its own series of tests. What follows here is a series of case studies exploring how authors experimented with theatre across a variety of genres and media. In a variety of genres, and with a variety of authors, I want to sketch some of the possibilities that theatre offered authors and some of the fears and hesitations that it engendered. How did authors manipulate distance and perspective? What did they gain from using the theatre, and what did they fear?
Each chapter, then, traces the way that authors used theatre to think about relationships between actor and audience in a different medium. The book begins in the theatre, where even the popular drama had to adjust to changing audience conditions. Chapter 1, "Pantomime: Killing the Drama in Order to Save It," examines the way that the pantomime tried to take advantage of larger audiences and larger spaces while maintaining the intimacy that had made it an audience favorite. But even though much of the rhetoric surrounding the theatre preached that one type of drama had to "die" for a new theatre to arise, the pantomime actually made its fortune by combining sections that simulated the intimate audience relationships of the smaller theatres with sections that took advantage of the larger theatres' ability to produce grand spectacles. Rather than "killing" the old drama, the pantomime drew audiences by combining the old and the new.
Such combinations of old and new were not always as successful, however, and even when they were they created a good deal of anxiety. Which form would be most effective at reaching an audience? Would making the wrong choice damage the message? Chapter 2, "Spaces with Meaning," revisits Romantic authors' vacillation between stage drama and closet drama and finds that much of authors' dithering between stage and page is actually a manifestation of their uncertainty about which medium would forge the most intimate connection with the audience. The chapter looks at two authors familiar with the stage, Elizabeth Inchbald and Lord Byron, who, at crucial points when their political impact was most important, turned away from their usual media. Inchbald, a stage dramatist, wrote her only closet drama; Byron, usually a closet dramatist, wrote dramas suited for the stage. Looking at these dramas reveals authors thinking through the political impact of the concrete: cultures of familial closeness and spectacular leadership, comforts of homes and enclosed spaces, and Index Lamb, Charles, 34, 37, 42, 181n19 Lawrence, W. J., 8 "legitimate" theatre, [1] [2] [3] 6, 9, [13] [14] 20, [23] [24] [29] [30] 102 , 151-52, 168 Lewis, Matthew G.
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